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2 Departamento de Físia Teória, Centro de Nanoienias y Nanotenologías. UNAM, Apdo. 356,Ensenada Baja California 22830 Méxio.esther.jferrandez�upt.esAbstratWe investigate the transport properties of graphene layers with irular shapes (quan-tum dots) and several kind of topologial defets. An example is drawn in the Figure1, whih shows a pentagonal defet. For dynamial relaxation we use a Terso�-Brennerpotential in order to get their 3D arrangement. We hek that variations in bond lengthsare lower than 5%. We alulate the density of states of these strutures and hek thatit shows several peaks assoiated with quasi-bound states. Other authors have madesimilar studies but onsidering di�erent geometries: Zhang et al. [1, 2] worked on trans-port with narrow ballisti ribbon of graphene with zigzag edges inluding topologialdefets. Carpio et al. [3] studied just eletroni properties in a similar struture but withdisloations onsisting of heptagon�pentagon pairs in an hexagon lattie.In our alulations we employ a tight-binding model whih only takes into aountone π-orbital per atom. The overlap energy between nearest neighbors is taken as

t = −2.66 eV where seond-neighbor interations are negleted. Interations with mediasorrounding the graphene layer are not onsidered. We alulate eletroni properties ofour graphene strutures, as density of states and transmission funtion using the Green'sfuntion method [4], using the standard expression Ĝ(E) =
(

EÎ − Ĥn − Σ̂L − Σ̂R

)

−1,and the formalism developed by López Sanho et al. [5]. The latter has the advantagethat onverges very fast and has been applied to graphene layers by other authors (see.e. g. [6]). We also alulate the eigen-energies En and eigen-funtions Ψn, in order toobtain the partiipation number Pn: P−1

n
=

∑

m |Ψn(m)|4, whih gives a measure ofthe wavefuntion extension and help to �nd out the loalized or extended nature of aneletroni state.With the formalism developed above we show that density of states shows severalpeaks assoiated with both the pressene of quasi-bound states (due to the irularon�nement) and loalized edge states due to irular boundaries of the �nite lattie.These results are manifested in the peak struture in the transmission funtion and areheked alulating the loal density of states and partiipation number obtained diretlyfrom the eigenstates. We observe a hange in the available quasi-bound states due tothe defets presene and new peak of the transmission funtion.*Thanks to DGAPA projet PAPPIT IN112012 for �nanial support and sabbatial shol-arship.
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Figure 1: Geometry of the graphene sheet studied in this work. Note the pentagonal defet plaedat its entre. This struture is onneted to 2 semi-in�nite graphene leads, whih are partiallyshown in the �gure.


